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1. Find the differential of each function.

a,
- a. ! = x'sin2x b. )t - stm@x)

2. Find the differential dy and Ly

a. y=Ji b.?
x

3. Compute the differential dy and Ay for the given

values of x and Ax
a. !=2x-xz x=2, Lx:-0.4

4. Compute the differential dy and Ayforthe given

values of x
a. !=e' x=0tOx=0.5
b. !=x3 +x' -2x+1 x=2 to x=2.01

5. The edge of a cube was found to be 30 cm with a

possible error in measurement of 0.1cm. a. Use
differentials to estimate the maximum possible error
and the percentage error for the volume of the cube.

b.Use the same information in #5 but calculate the
possible error in the surface area of the cube.

6. The side of a cube is measured with a possible
percentage error of +3o/oUse differentials to estimate
the percentage error in the volume.

7. The circumference of a sphere was measured to be 84

cm with an measurement error of *0.5cm. Use
differentials to calculate the propagated error and the
relative error in the volume of the sphere.

8. The area of a circle is computed from a measured
value of its radius Estimate the maximum permissible
percentage error in the measurement if the
percentage error in the area must be kept to + 5%

9. a. Approxim arc th7 using a tangent line
approximation method.

b. Use local linear approximation to estimate (t.+fi

10. For each function find the value of c in the given
interval guaranteed by the Mean Value Theorem

a. f(x)=x3+1 on l-2,41
b. f(x)=e' on [0,1]

u 
-')c. f(x)=L-: tb 12,+1
x

1L. A rectangular piece of land borders d wall. The land is

enclosed and divided by 200 feet of fencing as shown
below: (No fence along the wall)

What is the largest area that can be enclosed?

12. An open rectangular box has a square base and a

volume of 500 cubic inches. What dimensions
minimize the amount of cardboard needed to make
the box?

13. An open rectangular box is formed by cutting
congruent squares from the corners of a piece of
cardboard and folding the sides up. lf the original
piece of cardboard was 24 inches by 45 inches what
are the dimensions of the box with maximum volume?

L4. A manufacturer needs to make a cylindrical can that
will hold 1.5 liters of liquid. Determine the dimensions
of the can needed to minimize the amount of
materials in the construction.

15. Evaluate each limit using L'Hopital's Rule where appropriate. Make sure it is appropriate though!
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A f Catg,l*s

@fitting a Trough A trolrgh is l5 ti tong and 4 ft across the

V,op as shown in the tigure. [ts ends are isosceles triangles

with height I [t. Water runs into the trough at the rate of
2.5 ftl/min. How tast is the water level rising when it is
2 ft deep?

S\ocE \*4 s'Ziir- Ve t2 Pcehec .^lilh rc[,l{z<e. r4+es.

l1rr sg6,;rvwr* fe7vtrct ua,cF V elac! + ,Iec+h sharn ,^ 's.P^nh 7a7cf.

I eir fraftic Contro! An airplane is flying at an altitude of

7 mi and passes directly over a radar antenna as shown

in the hgure. When the plane is t0 mi from the antenna

(s : l0)' the radar detects that the distance s is changing at

the rate of 300 mph' What is the speed of the airplane at

that moment?

6Dsr,arr,9 Lddq A l3-ft ffir is baning apitrt a house

- 1r"" figure) when its base starts to slide away. By the time

the base is 12 ft from the house, the base is moving at the

rate of 5 [t/sec.

(a) How fast is the top of the ladder sliding down the watl

at that moment?

(b) At what rate is the area of.the triangle formed by the

laddeq wall, and ground changing at that moment?

(c) At what rate is the angle 0 between the ladder and the

ground changing at that moment?

v

Crarv,*rry W Fife Send*{tt fry**,@for bett at the

rate ef t0 enYmin oftto'thc rop ef a eofiieaf pita. Tlie height

of the pile is always three-eighths of the base diameter. How

fast are the (a) height and (b) radius chaoging when the pile

is 4 m high? Give your aaswcr io ecllmin-

@ 9r^"*11n Fteservoir W*cr is floreiag-arererar of50 mYmin frorn a concrcre conical reservoir ti.n"^ oo*ni'r
of base radius 45 m and height 6 m. (a) How fast is rhe
warer level falling when the water is 5 m deep? (b) How frsris the radius of the water's surfaee ehanging at that monreu?
Cive your aRswer i.n cminin-

&Ifieaflg Wa ,{ s@rier} br$oon is inflated with
hclirrm et tha rac of t(Dr ft7iili6-

(a) How fast is rhe balloon's radius increasing at the insw*
the radius is 5 ft?

(b) Ho!, fast is rhc surf.ace area increasing at that instant?

11. The speed of,the airplane is about 420.08 mph 12. The water level is increasing at the rate of ULG ttlmin

13a. The top of the ladder is sliding down the wall at the rate of 12 ft/sec. 13b. The area of the triangle is changing at

a rate of -59.5 fiz I sec 13c. The angle as changing at the rate of -l radianslsec 16a. The height is changing at

the rate of 
1125 xfi.l9cm tmn 16b. The radaus is changing at the rate of # "A.92cmlmin 17a. The water
32n

1? ol.l3cm I mrn 17b. The rate of change of the radius of the wate/s surface islevel is falling Ot =ro 17b. The rate of change of the radius of tl

-P * -8.49cm tmn 20a. The radius is increasing at the rate of 1 ft/min 20b. The surface area is increasing at
3tr

,r_,r€ rate of 40r fi2 I min


